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Help available as tax deadline nears
Diva SUdmori
The Assoicated Press
WASHINGTON - Taxpayers
sweating out the final hours before the midnight filing deadline
will find more high-tech assistance - but less old-fashioned
person-to-person help - available
this year.
Need a form at the last minute?
Try down-loading one from the
Internal Revenue Service home
page on the Internet Or call on
your fax machine.
But an Hth-hour search for
forms by taxpayers without access to a computer or fax
machine may prove difficult. The
IRS has closed 93 walk-in assistance centers and reduced hours
at 442 others. Also, it's stopped

distributing forms at banks.
Common forms still are available at post offices and a wider
selection at libraries, as well as
IRS offices that survived the
agency's belt-tightening.
The IRS home page also has tax
information on a wide range of
topics. Or taxpayers can listen to
tapes on about ISO subjects by
calling 1-800-829-4477. That's
also the number to check on the
status of refunds.
Reaching an IRS employee by
telephone Just before the filing
deadline may be next to Impossible. During January, February
and March, the IRS answered
about one in five calls placed to
its help line, 1-800-829-1040. But
that ratio is sure to be a lot worse
on Monday.

Taxpayers who can't get the Information or forms they need
should consider an all-out effort
to locate just one - Form 4868. It
grants an automatic filing extension until Aug. IS.
However, It is not an extension
of time to pay any taxes owed.
Form 4868 filers should estimate
how much they owe and include a
check. If your estimate is too
high, the IRS will send you a refund after you file your return.
If you can't pay all you owe,
send as much as you can. You'll
still get the extension. And the
IRS will bill you for the balance,
plus Interest and any penalty
due. That amounts to about 14
percent at an annual rate so it
may be cheaper to get a loan and
pay on time.
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Harvard lecturer
will speak on campus
Ellen Herman, a lecturer
of social studies at Harvard
University, will speak April
17 at Bowling Green State
. University. Herman Is the
author of the highly acclaimed book "The Romance of
American Psychology: Political Culture In the Age of
Experts," published last
year by University of California Press. She will give
an Illustrated lecture titled
"Making Morale: World
War II and the emergence
of a Psychological Society"
at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Towers Inn of McDonald West. Herman's talk will
be preceded by a noon luncheon for which reservations are required and must
be made no later than April
12. For more Information or
reservations, contact Donna
Pulschen In the College of
Arts and Sciences at
372-2340.

Quote of
the day
"Initially, it was an
exchange of students
and educators, but it
has gone beyond
that."
Amos Bernard Muvengwa
Mtdu. Zimbabwe
Ambassador speaking
about his country and the
University.

Cralf Untmt AiMclatcdPrtn
Foar friends from Moatpeller, Vt. try their luck on the first day of fishing season from the school
street bridge in Montpelier Saturday. Due to a relatively dry spring so far, streams were In good
shape for the opening of trout season, but these four were not having any luck.

Officials react to job study
Temporary positions improve skills, employability
Dawn Keller
The BG News
The National Association of
Temporary Staffing Services
found three out of four temporary workers have mainstreamed into permanent fulltime jobs. Two University officials expressed mixed feelings
about the study.
The study showed temporary
help and staffing companies help
workers obtain new job skills,
Improve existing skills, receive
on-the-job training and "get their
foot in the door."
"We estimate that within the
past year, about 6.5 million temporary workers moved into
permanent positions and more
than 5.5 million of those were
full-time jobs," said Samuel R.

If the IRS owes you money,
there's no penalty for failing to
file - other than letting the
government use your money interest-free. But if you're wrong
and end up owing money, you'll
face a large penalty.
Post offices in every major city
will extend hours or offer late
mail pickups Monday. Many offices will be open until midnight.
The Postal Service said taxpayers should use correct postage, since the IRS will not accept tax returns with postage
due. Also, the IRS does not accept
private-meter postmarks as
proof of timely filing.
As in every other year, procrastinators are in good company. The IRS received 67.1 million returns through April 5.

BG building link
with Zimbabwe

Bad luck

NL Scores
Pittsburgh
Montreal

You can ask to pay In Installments on Form 9465. The IRS will
let you know within 30 days. A
$43 fee will be added to your first
payment.
Taxpayers can apply for an extension for paying by filing Form
1127. It's for the handful of taxpayers who can prove not only
that they cant pay but that the
deadline Itself Is imposing a
hardship. An example would be a
taxpayer who would be forced to
sell a property at a distressed
price before the deadline but who
could sell at a fair market price,
given a little more time.
Filing late, as opposed to just
paying late, really gets expensive. The penalty is S percent a
month (an annual rate of about 60
percent).

Zimbabwe's ambassador to the
United States Amos Bernard
Muvengwa Midzi visited the
University Thursday and Friday
to establish an educational link
between Bowling Green and Institutions in Zimbabwe
As vice president of Academic
Affairs at California State Polytechnic University, President
Sidney Ribeau worked with the
ambassador to achieve working
relations between the two countries.
Ribeau told a class the ambassador spoke to the goals of the
visit.
"They're visiting here with us
to discuss a number of possible
relationships that might be established between the country of
Zimbabwe and Bowling Green
State University, the city of
Bowling Green and Northwest
Ohio," Ribeau said.
Midizi said the relationship has
grown a lot since his initial contact with Ribeau.
"Initially, it was an exchange
of students and educators, but it
has gone beyond that," he said.
James KamusUdri also participated in the ambassador's visit to

the University. KamusUdri, a
native Zimbabwean, was one of
Ribeau's colleagues at Cal Poly.
Midzi said Zimbabwe has also established an exchange with Kent
State University, and be hopes to
develop similar relations with
Bowling Green.
"Students visiting African universities broaden our relationships with American institutions," Midzi said.
The ambassador also said irtous
are exchanged beyond the universities, including organizatlonr.
such as chambers of commerce
and scientific and industrial
research centers. The ambassador said through his visit he
hopes to present opportunities
for students to learn about other
countries. Midzi encouraged students to visit Zimbabwe.
'There is nothing more rewarding in getting to know a
place than visiting," he said.
Zimbabwe offers quality tourism, including one of the Seven
Wonders of the World, Victoria
Falls, according to Midzi
During their visit, the ambassador and Kamusikiri met students, faculty and administrators.

Stcco, executive vice president
Sue Young, assistant director
ofNATSS.
of the Co-operative Education
Joanne Kroll, director of Ca- Office, said it is absolutely essenreer Planning and Placement tial as well as beneficial that stuServices at the University, said dents get experience in their
temporary service gives em- field.
"Students should explore
ployers the opportunity to value
work before they make a perma- every avenue - I have known
students whose temporary jobs
nent decision.
became permanent"
However, she said there stu"It helps new graduates get
Into large corporations," Kroll dents should consider co-ops and
said. "When you have proven Internships while they are still in
yourself, you can learn about in- school.
ternal openings."
Kroll said it's a job strategy
"Students are better off planher office uses.
ning to get co-ops in their field as
"We use it, but the job market a sophomore and junior," Young
Is pretty good right now, so it's said. "Then, they will hit the job
not the only option we have," she market with experience. Thought
said. "It can be especially helpful and preparation ahead of time
for students moving to a new will position people better for the
community."
job market"

Generation X reads the paper
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Contrary to a
popular impression, many young
adults haven't abandoned the
daily newspaper for television, a
survey undertaken for two
newspaper organizations found.

Forty-two percent of people in
the 16-29, or "Generation X,"
group questioned said they read
newspapers dally or nearly every
day, said the study released Friday.
"This study shows that the
'MTV Generation' didnt give up

reading newspapers in exchange
for watching television and illustrates that young people rely
on newspapers for unique Information other media cant provide," said John F. Sturm, president of the Newspaper Association of America.

Tto Amclatxl Pmi
A zoo keeper weighs 5-month-old panda Nluniu at a Beijing zoo
Friday. Nluniu was 140 grams at birth, but now weighs in at a
healthy 31 pounds.
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union Task Force Don't bother listening to me
needs 'real plan'

ast year, a group was formed under the name of the
" -i Union Task Force. The goal of the task force was to
evaluate the current University Union and come up with
'ways to improve upon it, since it is obviously deficient
when compared to other similar universities.
, The mission statement of the task force was as follows: "This Task Force will study the feasibility of renovating the Bowling Green State University Union to provide a student focus. Specific areas to be evaluated, include but are not limited to, space usage, services, funding options and community involvement."
The task force presented a final report on March 12.
However, after a year of all this studying and meeting,
the task force only managed to state what we already
know: The current Union is in need of change, be it in the
'.torm of renovating the existing Union or starting over
(by building a new one.
The task force has now set a new target date for coming up with a needs assessment and feasibility study,
which is October 1996. However, this is just what the
task force has been doing for the past year. When will
the talk stop and the action begin?
v. If the University truly wants to begin improving the
Union by the 1997-98 academic year, which is what the
current target date stands as, the task force needs to
stop re-stating itself over and over and start to take
some action to come up with a definite plan. In October
1996, the group has only set the goal of coming up with
what they already have, only more in-depth.
The News believes that the Union Task Force needs to
take a more agressive stance in developing a real plan of
action for the task at hand. If the administration wants to
shed their long-standing image of getting a whole lot of
nothing done, they need to work harder to get this
project, of all things, moving on.
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For reasons you wouldn't understand (Involving several large
horses, three rolls of duct tape,
an apple pie and half of the Woester, Nebraska Women's Choir),
I've decided that instead of ME
writing my column, why not have
other people write it for me? Oh,
don't worry, I didn't let some
schluck write It - as a matter of
fact, I really didn't have anybody
write it... I sorta just... put it
together. Confused? Well, here's
the deal: I have put together a
hodge-podge of some of my
favorite quotes for you. Some of
them are funny, some are sad.
Some will surprise you by who
said it, while others should scare
you that they were ever said in
the first place. Some you can relate to and some you wont want
to. I'm not going to tell you which
is which... that's your problem.
Norm-Cheers-It's a dog eat dog
world, and I'm wearing milkbone
underwear.
Rev. Jim-Taxi-l thought I was
on my way to Nirvana. All I ended up with was recurrent flashbacks of the original
Mouseketeers.
W.C. Fields-Anyone who hates
children and dogs can't be all
bad.
I am free of all prejudices. I
hate everyone equally.
George Bush-If this country...
ever loses its interest in fishing,
we got real trouble.
Lee De Forest in 1926-"Father
of the Radio"-While theoretically
and technically television may be
feasible, commercially and financially I consider it an impossibility, a development of which
we need waste little time dreaming.
Andy Warhol-It's not what you
are that counts, it's what they
think you are.
Magnum P.I.-Always enter a
strange hotel with caution, especially one with a samurai warrior
in it.
Mae West-Between two evils, I
always pick the one I haven't
tried before.
Brains are an asset... if you
hide them.
When women go wrong, men go
right after them.
Slgmund Freud-The first human being who hurled an insult
instead of a stone was the founder of civilization.
Thomas Jefferson-1 tremble for
my country when I reflect that

If you don't have any of the
above, you might try developing
a personality.
See problems as problems.
Don't let anyone fool you Into
thinking they are really opportunities. Opportunities are good;
problems are bad. Any idiot
should be able to tell them apart.
God is Just.
Archie Bunker-l'm only huWallow in self-pity. Sure, there
man, Meathead... and to be hu- are people worse off than you,
but there are also people doing
man is to be violent.
Mark Twain-lt is a worthy better - far better. And which
thing to fight for one's freedom; ones do you want to compare
it is another sight finer to fight yourself to, the winners or the
for another man's.
losers? ,
Bill Gates, in 19S1-640K should
Henry Thoreau-If Christ
should appear on Earth, he would be enough for anybody.
be denounced as a mistaken,
Vince Lombardi-Pro football...
misguided man, insane and is a violent, dangerous sport. To
crazed.
play it other than violently would
Yogi Berra-You've got to be be imbecile.
Pablo Picasso-There are only
careful if you don't know where
you're going, because you might two kinds of women - goddesses
and doormats.
not get there.
John Wayne-ion liberated
Robert Kennedy-Every society
women) They have a right to gets the kind of criminal it dework wherever they want to - as serves.
long as they have dinner ready
George Bernard Shaw-There
may be some doubts as to who
when you get home.
Al Capone-I'm like any other are the best people to have in
charge of children, but there can
man. All I do is supply a demand.
Frank Bums-MM-S'H-Well, be no doubt that parents are the
individuality is fine. As long as worst.
Carl Sandburg-May you live to
we do it together.
Winston Churchill-lt is a fine eat the hen that scratches on
thing to be honest, but it is also your grave.
George Washington-To be preimportant to be right.
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.-Thinking pared for war is one of the most
doesnt seem to help very much. effectual means of preserving
The human brain is too high- peace.
George Carlin-When I was real
powered to have many practical
uses in this particular universe.
small I heard about this thing
We are what we pretend to be.
called the decline of civilization...
If there are such things as an- and I decided that it was somegels, I hope they are organized thing I would like to become inalong the lines of the Mafia.
volved in.
George Bums-Happiness? A"
Remember dishonesty is the
good cigar, a good meal, and a second best policy.
good woman - or a bad woman; it
I say live and let live. Anyone
depends on how much happiness who can't accept that should be
you can handle.
executed.
William Shakespeare-The first
Lily Tomlin-Why is it when we
talk to God, we're said to be pray- thing we do, let's kill all the lawing, but when God talks to us, yers.
we're schizophrenic?
William F. Buckley-All civiMuhammad Ali-It's Just a job. lized men want peace. And all
Grass grows. Birds fly. Waves truly civilized men must despise
pound the sand. I beat people up.
pacifism.
Wars on nations change maps.
I would like to take you seriWars on poverty map change.
ously, but to do so would affront
When you can whip any man in your intelligence.
the world, you never know peace.
Johnny Carson-The best things
Helen Keller-Life is either a in life are free, and the cheesiest
things in life are free with a paid
daring adventure or nothing.
Craig Harfg/ass-Women are subscription to SPORTS ILimpressed by three things: LUSTRATED.
money, looks, and a long Johnson.
Bull-Night Court-Death is just

.
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nature's way of telling you, 'Hey,
you're not alive anymore."
Steve Martin-l gave my cat a
bath the other day... he sat there,
he enjoyed it, it was fun for me.
The fur would stick to my tongue,
but other than that...
I believe you should place a
woman on a pedestal, high
enough so you can look up her
dress.
Will Rogers-Everything is
funny as long as it's happening to
someone else.
Everybody is Ignorant, only on
different subjects.
Ward Cleaver-Well, Beaver,
this may be hard for you to believe, but life isnt exactly like
television.
Joe Friday-Dragnet-You keep
talking about minorities. Well,
mister, you're a psycho, and
they're a minority, too.
Mark Twain-Get your facts
first, and then you can distort
them as much as you please.
Grouch Marx-A man is as
young as the woman he (eels.
There's one way to find out if a
man is honest - ask him. If he
says 'Yes,' you know he is a
crook.
Albert Einstein-The hardest
thing in the world to understand
is the income tax.
Everything should be made as
simple as possible, but not simpler.
Woody Allen-I'm a practicing
heterosexual, but bisexuallty
immediately doubles your
chance for a date on Saturday
night.
Money Is better than poverty,
if only for financial reasons.
French soldier, Monty Python
and the Holy Grail-I dont wanna
talk to you no more, you empty
headed food-trough whopper.
Your mother was a hamster, and
your father smelled of eldeberriest
Tim Allen-More POWER!
Arrrgh arrrgh arrrgh!
Well, there you have it. A whole
bunch of things said by people
other than me. Whether or not
you got anything out of that is
your problem... I have enough of
my own.
Dan Gaffney is a columnist for
the BG News.

'

Cathy Raidl
Ed Reed
Carla Zvosec
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Respect must be
a two-way street
I was recently studying in the
student union when my attention
was drawn to a t-shirt worn by an
Afro-American student. The
front of the shirt read "The
blacker the college, the sweeter"
and the back listed many of our
nation's predominantly black Institutions.
Personally, the shirt did not

.ctteis

offend me - there is certainly
nothing wrong with showing
pride in those institutions and
their cultural and social heritages.
What does offend me is that
had I worn a shirt praising institutions with the lowest AfroAmerican enrollment, I would be

hung out to dry. I would be a racist and a bigot, among other
things.
Is there a real difference between the t-shirt he was wearing
and the hypothetical t-ahirt I
spoke of? Both t-shlrts are excluding the "other" by implication and praising that. Both
t-shlrts are showing pride in the
cultural and social heritage of
the institutions that represent
and cater to our personal herit-'
age. What is the real difference
then?

In a time of "political correctness" where "equality" seems to
be the ultimate goal, respect,
among other things, needs to be
the foundation.
And in order for this PC to be
effective and to have positive results for all, respect must be a
two-way street, regardless if you
are "Afro-American" or "European-American."
Eric J.Weiss
Senior
History Major

State
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People missing
after spring storm
hits northern Ohio

Hanging out

The Associated Press
Search crews on Saturday
failed to find a fisherman reported missing after a severe thunderstorm caught him and another
man In a 12-foot fishing boat on
the Pymat uning Reservoir.
Kenneth Ordway, 53, remained
missing after Friday's accident,
said Bill Ray, assistant manager
of the park near Andover in Ashtabula County.
Charles Wallace, 29, was rescued and treated for hypothermia at St. Joseph Health Center
East land in Warren, where he
was listed in satisfactory condition Saturday night.
Ray said the men are from Edgerton in Williams County, in
northwestern Ohio.
Underwater and ground searches will resume around 7 am.
Sunday, he said. Crews looked
for Ordway through Saturday
afternoon.
The Ashtabula County Sheriffs Office had reported Friday

night that four people were in the
capsized boat, and that one person had drowned, one was missing and two had been rescued. On
Saturday, deputies referred
questions about the search to the
park office.
The storm, packing wind gusts
of about 80 mph, downed power
lines and trees In its path There
were many reports of property
damage, mainly to roofs and
windows.
Power outages were reported
in much of northeastern Ohio
Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Co. spokesman Scott Linabarger
said Saturday night that of approximately 100,000 customers
who lost power, about 18,000
were still waiting to be restored.
He said repair crews were
brought in from other areas to
assist.
Rick Hiltbrand, a National
Weather Service meteorologist
in Cleveland, said a cluster of
storms approached Ohio from
lower Michigan.
,

Car crash kills
four Ohio U.
Korean students
Emu CalcwrtlK AiMclated Pnu

Domesticated dogs kill two wallabies
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo officials say
they suspect a roaming pack of
domesticated dogs attacked and
killed two wallabies and caused
two kangaroos to be destroyed.
The kangaroos badly injured
themselves as they fled the attack.
"It's a problem for a lot of zoos
around the country, especially
where pet owners allow their
pets to roam," said Sue Allen, a
spokeswoman for the 165-acre
zoo located in Cleveland's Old
Brooklyn neighborhood. A similar attack at the zoo in 1990 left
five wallabies dead.
John Baird, the city's chief dog
warden, ordered extra patrols
Friday for strays dogs around the
zoo. Cleveland has three daytime

dog catchers and three working
at night. They caught 3,500
strays last year.

a special risk to zoo collections,
she said.
Distinctive teeth marks on the

"It's a problem for a lot of zoos around the
country, especially where pet owners allow
their pets to roam."
Sue Allen
Cleveland Zoo spokeswoman
carcasses of the two wallabies
indicated one or more dogs on
Sunday attacked the Australian
animals, which resemble small
kangaroos, Allen said.
Because the dead wallabies
were not eaten, zoo officials beBut a dog big enough to attack lieve they were attacked by pets
and kill a 40-pound wallaby poses running loose from nearby

While birds occasionally raid
nest eggs and raccoons, foxes
and skunks sometimes eat from
animal feed, such "nuisance"
animals otherwise aren't a problem, Allen said Friday.

la Mesa Obllcua Lecture Series

Presented by: Dr. Lillian
Ashcraft-Eason, History
Department.
Wednesday, April 24,1996
State Room,
University Union
18:00 Noon-1:00 P.M.
Sponsored try the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and
Office of Student Activities
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Come See the 1996 Schwinns

SAVE
A TREE
RECYCLE
PAPER

The State Highway Patrol esneighborhoods rather than by day of the accident.
Jin-Hyoung Park, 19, who is not timated the vehicle was going 65
strays running wild.
The wallabies and kangaroos related to Jae-Yong Park, was in to 70 mph in a 55-mph zone.
are displayed in separate, fenced-in areas.
The zoo's remaining eight kangaroos had been put into a holding area, not on display, for observation to make sure none
were injured. The remaining
eight wallabies remained on display, but their exhibit had been
surrounded by a higher fence.
Allen said wallabies typically
would not move Into a pack to
oppose an intruder. "Their first
instinct is to run."
HOSTED BY
In the attack five years ago,
two dogs were caught inside the
zoo grounds with a dead wallaby.
The owner was convicted of misdemeanor charges and was required to reimburse the zoo for
its loss.

f Any "APPETIZER"

Topic: African Women in
British Colonies.

critical condition Saturday night
at Ohio State University Medical
ATHENS, Ohio - A crash has Center in Columbus.
claimed the life of a fourth Ohio
The five undergraduate stuUniversity student from South
dents in the accident, all from
Korea.
Jae-Yong Park, 20, died Satur- areas near Seoul, were in a Jeep
day night at Grant Medical Wrangler that overturned around
Center in Columbus. The other 2:15 am. Friday as it entered U.S.
three students died Friday, the 33 from a county road.
The Associated Press

urday. Riders on the Xtreme Sky Flyer free fall while attached to
harnesses! from a 170-foot tower.

Nicole Aboujaoude, 14, left, Brandy Waner, 13, and Nlkl
Schwortz, 13, all of Kettering, Ohio, take a ride on the Xtreme
Sky Flyer at Paramount Kings Island, near Mason, Ohio, on Sat

1

at the Auto Expo (in the
Union Oval)
on April 15th & 16th
where the factory
officials will be there to
answer your questions.
BOWLING GREEN, OH
353-BIKE
I

Populanr* comcata u* for ■omreoauna; qutcoa TVreatafroa.
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Norman folds, Faldo wins Masters title
shot short in Raes Creek. While
he was able to recover for a great
bogey on Saturday, this time he
made a 5.
Faldo was content to make pars
during this stretch and pulled
two ahead.
"I had to put my head down and
grind as hard as I could," Faldo
said.
Both players birdied the two
par Ss, Nos. 13 and IS. Then
Norman ended any chance he had
when he hit into the water on the
par-316th hole.

RonSlrak
The Associated Press

The AiiocUicd Pr.1t/D.vld J. Phillip

Nick Faldo captured his third green jacket at the Masters Sunday.

AUGUSTA, Ga. - Greg Norman shot a startling 78 Sunday in
the greatest collapse in Masters
history, giving Nick Faldo his
third green jacket and sixth
major championship.
It was the sixth time Norman
had taken a lead into the final
round of one of the Grand Slam
events only to lose. But none was
as shocking nor as complete as
the unraveling that began on the
ninth hole and ended in the water
In front of the 12th green.
"It's the most nerve-wracking
course In the world," Faldo aid.
"It's as simple as that."
In that four-hole stretch Norman went from three strokes
ahead to two behind, enabling Faldo to play the kind of golf he
does best - methodical, precise,
controlled.
Faldo's closing 67 - the lowest
score of the day - put him at
12-under-par 276, five strokes
ahead of Norman, who started
the day with a six-stroke lead.
Phil Mickelson finished third at
282.
But the only two players on the
course who really mattered were
Faldo and Norman.
It was reminiscent of the thirdround confrontation between Faldo and Norman at the 1990
British Open at St. Andrews.
Playing together, they started
the day tied and Faldo beat him
67 to 76 and went on to win the
championship.
Norman would have needed
only an even-par round in the
final round to win.
"Obviously, I didn't play as
well as I could," Norman said.
"Things didn't go my way. Nick
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Greg Norman reacts after missing a putt during Sunday's final round,
Norman blew a six-stroke lead after three rounds of play.
played solid and steady and it
was all my mistakes."
While Norman, who has finished second in a major championship eight times, had to carry
that history with him over the
hills and across the treacherous
greens of Augusta, Faldo had the
comfort of his past successes.
In 1989, Faldo trailed Scott
Hoch by three strokes going to
the back nine at Augusta and won
in a playoff. The next year he
trailed Raymond Floyd by two
strokes going to the last nine and
again won in a playoff.
Now, only Jack Nlcklaus with
six and Arnold Palmer with four
have won more Masters than Faldo and only 10 players in the
long history of golf have won
more major titles.
It was Faldo's first victory in a
major since the 1992 British
Open.
Norman's collapse oversha-

Magic tossed after bumping
official in Lakers' victory
The Associated Press

Jen Babcox
Shannon Collins

1NGLEWOOD, Calif. - Magic
Johnson became the latest NBA
player to have a run-in with an
official as he was ejected for
bumping a referee In the the Los
Angeles Lakers' 118-114 victory
over the Phoenix Suns on Sunday.
Johnson, one of the most outspoken critics of players who have
clashed physically with officials,
bumped referee Scott Foster
with his left shoulder in the second quarter and was immediately
ejected.
Cedric Cebalkw had 23 points
and Sedale Threatt, replacing
Nick Van Exel in the starting
lineup, had 21 points and seven
assists as the Lakers won their

AN Trotta
Wendy Graf
Sarah Quick
Katie Pietrick
Rose Weber
Lisa Jessee
Andrea Dalton
Jessica Yannayon
Joanne Lusk

Kate Ebner
Dawn Fesmier
Megan Fulkerson
Amy Taylor
Amy White
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dowed a great round of golf by
Faldo. No one shot lower than his
67. And no one, except perhaps
Norman, played under as much
pressure.
Faldo got into the spirit of the
showdown between the two dominant golfers of the last decade
on the first hole when he chose to
putt out from 2 feet rather than
marking, putting added pressure
on Norman's 4-foot par putt. He
missed.
Faldo got within three strokes
with a 22-foot birdie on No. 8,
then Norman fell apart.
He spun his approach shot
back off the ninth green and
missed a 10-foot par putt after a
poor chip. He missed another
10-footer for par on No. 10 after
missing the green left and three
putted No. 11, missing the par
putt from 30 inches.
Then on No. 12, for the second
day In a row, Norman left his tee

Faldo finished his fabulous day
by making a birdie on No. 18
from out of the fairway bunker.
The previous biggest blown
lead in the Masters occurred
when Ed Sneed took a five-stroke
lead into the final round of the
1979 Masters, won by Fuzzy Zoeller In a playoff with Sneed and
Tom Watson.
After a record-tying 63 in the
first round and then two gutsy
middle rounds of 69 and 71, It
looked as if Norman would take a
big step toward shedding a reputation started a decade ago when
he led all four of the major
championships going to the final
round and won only one.
Since that notorious Saturday
Slam In 1986, Norman has lived
with a reputation of not being a
closer, of being at his best in a
runaway, of not having a swing
that would hold up under pressure.
Norman led the '86 Masters by
a stroke entering the final round
but finished a stroke behind Jack
Nicklaus, who closed with a 65.
Norman still had a chance going
to the last hole but bogeyed when
he hit his 4-iron approach into the
gallery well right of the green.
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50th game - the first season they
have reached that plateau since
1990-91, Johnson's last year before he began his comeback.
Phoenix center Joe Kleine fainted during the national anthem
and was taken to a hospital for
overnight evaluation. Dr. Stephen J. Lombardo, the Lakers
physician, said Kleine had a similar episode in Phoenix while
exercising two weeks ago.
Jones had 20 points and seven
assists and Campbell had 18
points and nine rebounds for the
Lakers.
Kevin Johnson led the Suns
with 26 points and 16 assists and
Wayman Tisdale came off the
bench to score 24. A.C. Green had
18 points and 14 rebounds and
A

N
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Charles Berkley added 17 points
for the Suns.
Nuggets 98, Ttanberwoives 91
MINNEAPOLIS - Antonio
McDyess scored 14 of his 21
points in the second half and the
Denver Nuggets kept their
playoff hopes alive Sunday with a
98-91 victory over the Minnesota
Timberwolves.
McDyess added 12 rebounds
for the Nuggets, who played
without center Dikembe Mutombo (strained left hamstring) for
the second straight game.
Jalen Rose had 15 points and
equalled his career-high with 16
assists for the Nuggets, who have
won 12 straight against the Wolves.
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Earth day is April 22, ^^
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YOU can help every dayl^W

Today's tip: Now that the weather is Finally changing, go through
your closet. If there are any clothes that you don't want anymore,
don't throw them away. Clothes can be RE-USED! Take them
to a thrift store where someone who wants them can buy them.
Need another reason? The profits might go to a good cause!

KEEP THE GREEN IN BOWLING GREEN

UNION OVAL

Dealers Showing Cars

Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge
••ON CAMPUS!
• Wilson Pontiac-Buick-GMC-Truck
3
BG Lincoln-Mercury Jeep Eagle
?• NO SALES PRESSURE!
• Thayer Chevrolet-Geo-Toyota
■
• Great Lakes Ford-Nissan
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• University Honda
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Sparks:
Answer
blows in
the wind

Steven Wine
The Associated Press

Arali Stapleton
The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE -- Tricky winds
gave Steve Sparks unprecedented success with his dancing
knuckleball. They also caused
him to lose a one-hitter to the
Kansas City Royals.
"The wind kept changing
directions, so it was hard for me
to know how hard to throw it and
how much it was going to dance,"
said Sparks, who gave up just one
hit in eight innings Saturday but
lost 3-2 on Michael Tucker's
three-run, fifth Inning homer.
The air currents shifted and
swirled all afternoon at chilly,
overcast County Stadium, but
they hurt Sparks the most when
he threw a low, outside fastball
that Tucker punched to the opposite field.
A gust caught the routine flyball and blew it five feet past the
wall in left-center to erase the
Milwaukee Brewers' 2-0 lead and
ultimately deny Sparks a shot at
a no-hitter.
"He's pulled me every other
time, so that's why I threw it
away. He Just went with it and
the wind happened to be blowing
out at the right time," Sparks
said.
Sparks, who threw just SS
strikes out of 107 pitches, all but
five of them knucklers, said what
hurt worse were the back-to-back
walks that preceded Tucker's
homer.
After Bob Hamelln and Joe VItiello walked with nobody out,
Tucker squared for a bunt but
pulled back when Sparks misfired a knuckebalL
Royals manager Bob Boone
took off the bunt sign when
Brewers manager Phil Garner
paid a visit to the mound to set up
the defense for a sacrifice and
tell Sparks he absolutely had to
throw a strike on the next pitch
"I read it that he was going to
throw him a fastball, so I told
Tuck to swing," Boone said.
Tucker, who hadn't homered
this season and entered the game
with a .160 batting average,
dldnt think he'd gotten enough of
the pitch, however.
"I was unsure when I hit it," he
said. "I knew It was deep enough
to move the guys up, but I didn't
know if it was out. He has a good
knuckler when he gets ahead of
you. He's tough because he can
throw the real slow one for a
strike.
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Several Chicago Bulls fans hold up signs supporting their team at I their 69th regular season game, tying the NBA season record.
Sunday's 98-72 rout of the Cavaliers in Cleveland. The Bulls won |

Bulls claim record-tying 69th
All-time season win record reached with thrashing of Cavs
Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The question
has been dogging the Chicago
Bulls all year, and they
couldn't have answered it any
more emphatically Sunday:
Are they the best ever?
"We've come out and proven
that we're the best of all time,"
Scottie Pippen said after the
Bulls reached the threshold of
NBA history with their recordtying 69th victory, beating the
Cleveland Cavaliers 98-72.
Michael Jordan led the way
with 32 points and 12 rebounds
as the Bulls matched the 69
games won in 1971-72 by the
Los Angeles Lakers of Wilt
Chamberlain and Jerry West.
Chicago, which has four
games left, could set the record
- and become the first NBA
team to win 70 games - Tuesday night at Milwaukee.
"We felt we had a chance to
win a championship and weren't thinkinR in terms of 69 or

"... [WJhen you go this far, you have a
chance to make a mark on history. Still,
we don't want to lose our focus, and that's
to win a championship."
Michael Jordan
after the record-tying win

70 wins," Jordan said. "But
when you go this far, you have
a chance to make a mark on
history. Still, we don't want to
lose our focus, and that's to win
a championship."
History aside, the game actually meant more in the standings to Cleveland, which
dropped a full game behind
New York in a four-way race
that includes Atlanta and Detroit for the fourth playoff seed
in the East. The fourth seed
gets home-court advantage in
the first round.
Chicago swept the four

games of the season series with
Cleveland by an average of
22.25 points per game.
"I don't know if I'm an authority on comparing teams,
because a lot of the great
teams of the past, I'm not sure
I could tell you how good they
were," Cleveland coach Mike
Fratello said. "I've seen them
(the Bulls) up close for a number of years, so I can attest to
their greatness.
"Things have changed. The
size has changed, the athleticism has changed, the game
has changed. That's why I

think it's hard to make comparisons between the two."
Also complicating the comparison is the NBA's expansion
by two teams this year, which
certainly watered down the
talent around the league.
Pippen agreed that comparisons with previous eras may
not be meaningful.
"For anyone 20 years old or
so, they can look at this team
and say it's the best basketball
team they've seen," he said. "I
don't think you can look back to
the "70s and compare teams.
But in my time of having knowledge about basketball, I can
say It's the best team ever."
The Bulls settled this game
early, taking control late in the
first quarter when Jordan capped a 7-0 flurry with a 3-point
shot that made it 21-13. The
Cavs set the slow pace that
they prefer, but they missed 12
of their first 18 shots and never
recovered.
See BULLS, page eight.

See RILEY, page eight

Indians win third in a row over Boston X♦
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Julio Franco hit a
solo home run in the 11th inning
Sunday, giving the Cleveland Indians a 7-6 victory over the Boston Red Sox and a three-game
winning streak.
Franco drove a pitch from
Mike Stanton (0-1) Into the rightfield seats, dropping Boston to
2-8. The Red Sox have lost four
straight and are off to their worst
start since 1945, when they lost
their first eight before winning
five straight.
Julian Tavares (1-1) pitched 2
1-3 innings and Jose Mesa, Cleveland's sixth pitcher, got three
outs for his third save.
Boston had two more errors,
increasing its total to 19 In 11
games.
Eddie Murray's two-run
double, Albert Belle's bases-

loaded walk and Mike Stanley's
passed ball with a runner on third
gave Cleveland a 4-0 lead in the
first.
Jose Canseco hit an RBI
groundout in the third, and the
Red Sox went ahead with five
runs in the fifth. Wll Cordero hit
a two-run double, Esteban Beltre
hit a sacrifice fly, Paul Shuey
balked with a runner on third and
Mo Vaughn hit an RBI single.
Kenny Lofton tied the score 6-6
with a two-run homer in the sixth
off Mike Maddux.
Notes: The start of the game
was delayed 63 minutes by rain.
The teams took 4:10 to play nine
innings and the game took 4:42.
The AL record for a nine-inning
game is 4:16 and the major
league record is 4:19. ... Tim
Naehfing left in the fourth because of a strained left hamstring. ... Vaughn is in a 7-for-37
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eighth, Pedro Munoz singled off
BUI Slmas (0-2) and George Williams and Scott Brosius walked.
Bordick singled to make It 6-4,
Allen Battle walked, Joe Magrane forced in a run by walking
Brent Gates and Jason Giambi
Oakland 10, Chicago S
CHICAGO - Mike Bordick hit a two-run single. Bordick
went 4-for-5, breaking an eighth- added an RBI single in the ninth
inning tie with a two-run single Brewers 5, Royals 2
that led the Oakland Athletics
MILWAUKEE - Ben McDonpast the Chicago White Sox 105 ald pitched six solid innings and
Sunday.
Mike Matheny drove In three
The A's got their 7,000th win runs with a homer and a single as
since joining the American Milwaukee beat Kansas City 5-2
League. The total includes thelr
time in Philadelphia (1901-1954) Sunday.
Kansas City starter Chris
and Kansas City (1955-67).
With the score tied 4-4 in the Haney (0-2) allowed four runs.
slump. ... Belle's next homer will
be his 200th. ... Franco hit his
300th double. ... Lofton was out
attempting to steal home plate in
the second inning.
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MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer 1996
and school year 1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat and water included, air conditioning.

♦

641 Third St Apt 4, B.C. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦
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HOMECOMING '96 HAS A THEME
NOW WE NEED A LOGO!!!
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LOGO CONTEST NOW BEING HELD.
APRIL 10 - APRIL 15
SUBMISSIONS BEIMG ACCEPTED IN THE STUDENT
ACTIVITIES OFFICE(3rd floor of the union). $50 gift
certificate to BGSU Bookstore for winner.
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great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really cant.
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MIAMI - Pat Riley wants ti»
make the playoffs for the 14tji
year in a row, and standing in hi»
way are three of the NBA's worst
teams.
Riley's Miami Heat, battling
for the eighth and final playoff
berth in the Eastern Conference,
face New Jersey, Philadelphia
and Milwaukee in consecutive
games this week. The Heat are
combined 8-0 against the three)
teams this season.
The soft schedule follows Saturday's emotional 103-95 victory
over the New York Knlcks - the
first win for Riley against his
former team - which means tht>
Heat could be susceptible to a
letdown.
"I'm not going to talk about
that, because I would be telling
them that I don't think they understand how important this is,"
Riley said. "They know that
within a week they could be in
the playoffs, and I don't think
we're going to get a letdown.
"It doesn't mean we wont play
well; one night you might not
play well. But I think we'll come
hard every single night"
As a coach in Los Angeles and
New York, Riley made the
playoffs every year. Miami, on
the other hand, has reached the
playoffs just twice in its eightyear history.
The Heat face the Nets on
Monday at Miami Arena.
"We can't take New Jersey
lightly," center Alonzo Mourning
said. "They can come in here and
it can be like a pride thing for
them, because they haven't beaten us this year. We don't want
them to be the spoilers."
Miami visits Philadelphia on
Wednesday and Milwaukee on
Friday, then concludes the regular season Sunday at home
against Atlanta
"It's what are you made of 'A
are you a cat or a mousefj!
guard Tim Hardaway said.
Miami will be favored In each
of the final four games. Three.
more wins would mean a fralir
chise record 43 victories.
The Heat have won three in a
row, which means they could
take a season-high seven-game
winning streak into the playoffs.-;
"We have to win the rest of
these games," Mourning said.
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Neagle gets out of
trouble, Pirates win
Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH ~ Denny
Neagle doesnt need a radar
gun or a scoreboard to judge
his pitching. The noise level
from the opposing dugout will
tell him.
Neagle turned to his changeup to overcome early trouble
and outpltch Pedro Martinez,
and Carlos Garcia's two-run
single keyed a four-run fourth
inning that led the Pittsburgh
Pirates past the Montreal
Expos 5-2 Sunday.
The Pirates won their second in a row to split the fourgame series after losing their
first four home games.
Neagle (1-1) gave up a run in
the first inning and pitched
out of a jam in the second before settling down to win his
first decision in three starts.
He gave up 10 hits, matched a
career high with 10 strikeouts
and walked one in Pittsburgh's
first complete game this
season.
"He's the master of the
soft," Expos manager Felipe
Alou said of Neagle, whose
best pitch is a changeup he
spots around two different
fastballs and a curveball. "He
is one of the good pitchers in
the league. He could pitch 20
innings every fifth day with
that."
Neagle took Alou's words as
a compliment, just as he does
the frequent jawing he gets
from opposing hitters.
"A guy running down the
line will yell, "You got a fastball? You can't throw any
harder than that?' " Neagle
said. "My first couple of years
in the league, it might have
bothered me. Now, I look at it
as I've frustrated them so

much they're yelling at me."
Pirates fans didn't have
much to cheer until Paul Wagner (2-0) and Neagle teamed to
beat Jeff Fassero and Martinez, the Expos' two best
pitchers, on successive days.
"Neagle was on," said Rondell White, 0-for-4 after driving in seven runs In three
games. "He changes speeds
and he throws two fastballs,
one that comes in and one that
tails away. You've got to be
ready for anything."
Neagle didn't expect to pitch
a complete game until he
quickly retired White, Moises
Alou and David Segul, the No
3-4-5 hitters, in the eighth.
"It's something you earn the
right to do ... maybe a couple
of years ago, I don't get the
chance to finish," said Neagle,
13-8 last season. "I felt I've
earned it. It feels good to get a
complete game early in the
season ... and it's great because the bullpen needed a
day off."
Montreal led 1-0 when Orlando Merced, 8-for-18 after
going hitless in his first 18 atbats, singled to start the
fourth. Martinez then got in
trouble by walking Mark
Johnson and Jay Bell one out
later, loading the bases.
Garcia and Jason Kendall
followed with consecutive
run-scoring singles on twostrike pitches, with Garcia
scoring when right fielder
Moises Alou's relay throw
skipped across the infield for
an error.
"I love batting seventh because it gives me the chance
to drive in some runs," said
Garcia, who batted eighth before this season. He was
S-for-8 with five RBIs in the
final two games of the series.

Reds sweep pair from Astros
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Vince Coleman
homered and singled home the
go-ahead run Sunday as the Cincinnati Reds blew a five-run lead
but recovered for a 9-8 victory
and a doubleheader sweep of the
Houston Astros.
»
Joe Oliver and Enc Davis
homered to drive in all of Cincinnati's runs In a 5-3 first-game
win. Cincinnati's first
doubleheader sweep of the Astros since Sept. 22, 1992, left the
teams with a split of their fourgame series.
Despite the sweep, the Astros
are still ahead of last year, when
they lost 12 of 13 against Cincinnati and finished nine games behind the NL Central champions.
Coleman led off with a homer
in the second game, starting a
five-run first inning off Doug
Drabek. After Houston tied it
7-all In the seventh, Coleman singled home a tie-breaking run in
the bottom of the inning off Anthony Young (0-1) and Eddie
Taubensee had a sacrifice fly.
Jeff Shaw (2-1) got the win with
one shaky inning. Hector Carrasco gave up a misplayed RBI triple to Jeff Bagwell in the eighth,
but Jeff Brantley pitched the
ninth for his second save of the
day and his fourth overall.
The Reds had built a 5-1 lead
by taking advantage of one of
The AiMclated Pre ts/Mjrk Lyonf
Drabek's wildest performances.
John Smiley's two-run single - Cincinnati's Eric Owens slides In under Houston third baseman Sean
p the first of his three hits - high- Berry Sunday.
lighted the 10-batter inning.
Pete Schourek (3-0) was the
The Astros caught up by getDrabek gave up five hits and
six runs over 3 1-3 innings and ting solo homers by Bagwell and winner in the first game, throwwalked seven, matching his ca- Rick Wilkins in the sixth off ing 137 pitches while giving up
reer high. The last time he Smiley, then batting around three runs - two on a misplayed
walked seven was July 29, 1990 against the bullpen for four runs fly ball - on eight hits over eight
innings. Jeff Brantley pitched
and a 7-all tie in the seventh.
against Philadelphia.
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To honor B-GLAD week CTu@ will be sponsoring
JEFFREY, a funny and witty film about a gay
man's commitment to celibacy and his courage
not to stray in the age of AIDS.
SHOWN ON APRIL 15TH
1007 BA
AT 8:00 PM
MORE INFO? CALL 2-7164

DETROIT - Mark Lewis' RBI
single in the ninth inning Sunday
gave the Detroit Tigers a 5-4 victory over the California Angels.
Bobby Higginson led off the
bottom of the ninth with a walk
off reliever Mike James (2-1).
Kimera Bartee, pinch-running
for Higginson, was sacrificed to
second by John Flaherty before
p'neh-hitter Tim Hyers was intentionally walked. Chad Curtis
then struck out before Lewis sin-

gled through the middle to score
Bartee with the winning run.
Richie Lewis (1-0) pitched two
innings of perfect relief for the
victory.
Mark Langston, 5-7 lifetime at
Tiger Stadium, gave up four runs
on six hits in seven innings.
Detroit starter Scott Aldred
struck out the side In the first inning before getting into trouble
in the second.
J.T. Snow came all the way
around from first on a double by
Garret Anderson and an error by

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

801 & 803 Fifth St.
FREE HEAT!
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2 bdrm. apt.
Low prices
Laundry rooms
Furn. or unfurn.
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■ the ninth for his third save.
Schourek improved to 21 3 career at Riverfront Stadium and
16-2 over the last two seasons.
Oliver hit a two-run homer In
the second off Mike Hampton
(2-1), who has given up multiple
homers in two of his three starts.
After the Astros tied it on Tony
Eusebio's triple in the top of the
sixth, and Davis hit a three-run
homer in the bottom of the inning.
Oliver and Davis are two of the
three players the Reds brought
back in the offseason from their
1990 World Series championship
team. It was Oliver's first homer
in a Reds uniform since April 4,
1994, and Davis' first since Sept.
17,1991.
Notes: The Astros won both of
their doubleheaders last year,
sweeping San Diego on July 8 and
Pittsburgh on Aug. 4. ... Astros
center fielder Brian Hunter
reached above the center-field
wall to take another homer away
from Coleman in the fifth inning
of Game 2.... Bagwell was hit on
the right arm by a pitch from
Schourek In the first game. He
has been hit twice by pitches this
season, both times during the
Cincinnati series. ... Bell is
10-for-23 career against
Schourek and was 5-for-9 in the
doubleheader.... The Reds swept
a doubleheader last year against
Philadelphia and were swept by
the New York Mets.

Rentals

left fielder Melvin Nieves. Don
Slaught then hit his second
homer of the year to make it 3-0.
The Tigers took the lead in the
third inning, scoring four runs on
four hits.
Singles by Alan Trammell and
Mark Lewis sandwiched around a
walk to Chad Curtis loaded the
bases before Travis Fryman's
grounder scored Trammell.
After a walk to Cecil Fielder, Eddie Williams singled in a run,
Nieves grounded in another and
Danny Bautista hit an RBI single.
Slaught singled in the fifth and
eventually scored on Tim
Salmon's two- out single, tying it
at 4.
Aldred exited after Snow
walked and Anderson singled to
start the sixth. Mike Christopher
relieved and forced Snow at third
on George Arias' bunt before

Slaught flew out to deep leftcenter and Gary DiSarcina
grounded out.
Notes: Fielder, who homered in
four of the first five games of the
homestand, entered Sunday with
five career home runs off Langston. ... Dick Schofield has yet to
make a plate appearance this
season and is the only Angel
without a hit... Despite giving up
four runs on seven hits In five innings, Aldred's third start was
his best thus far. In his previous
two starts, the left-hander gave
up 13 earned runs on 11 hits in
just 5 2-3 Inning* ... Trammell's
bunt single In the third gave him
hits In eight of his last nine
games, including his last five. ...
The Tigers averaged 16,360 fans
for their first homestand but just
11,044 for the five games after
opening day.
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charged through Bursar.

WANT
TO BECOME
MORE INVOLVED
WITH INTRAMURALS?

APPLICATIONS |
FOR FALL 1996
INTRAMURAL
ADVISORY BOARD
ARE DUE BY APRIL
23,1996
APPLY IN 130
UNIVERSITY
FIELD HOUSE.

Star) the healing process (or yourself or someone
you love by making a i hirt for The Clothesline Project
All art invited to participate and supplies art free.
In an effort to educate the public and lo provide a
support network for those who have boon witness
to the violence against women, these shirts will be
displayed for tht community at a lattr date.

Bowling Green Mayor Wes Hoffman
reads THE KEY YEARBOOK, do you?

Reds 5, Astros 3
Reds 9, Astros 8

Lewis single pushes Tigers to win
The Associated Press

FREE M0

Monday, April 15,1996

Shirt making: April 15 & 16,6pm to 9pm, Union Capitol Room &
April 2 l,2-5pm,MocDonald North Moin Lounge
Display: April 24 & 25,9-3pm, Union Ovoi

I

CRUNCH
TIME

page
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Boston Marathon celebrates 100th running
JimmyGolen
The Associated Press
BOSTON - From beef stew and
a laurel wreath to a $100,000
prize. Prom IS runners to 40,000.
From John McDermott to Cosmas Ndeti, Roberta Glbb to Rosle
Ruiz, John Kelley (the elder) to
John Kelley (the younger).
Like the men and women who
have run in it, the Boston Marathon has come a long way.
Fifteen men lined up on
Patriots Day In 1897 for the first
Boston Marathon, with McDermott leading the 10 finishers by
over six minutes. A century later,
more than 38,000 runners - and
thousands more unwelcome bandits - will amass in Hopkinton on
Monday when the 100th Boston
Marathon field makes its
26.2-mile commute downtown.
"I never thought it would ever
be like this. Not In its wildest
days," said 88-year-old race
patriarch John A. Kelley, a twotime winner, seven-time runner-

up and 58-tlme finisher. "It will
be the celebration of celebrations."
Kenyan Cosmas Ndetl Is
. favored to win an unprecedented
fourth consecutive title; his son
Gideon Boston, named in honor
of win No. 1, will be here to
watch. German Uta Pippig, who
ran the two fastest women's
marathons In the world last year,
is strongly favored to win her
third consecutive Boston race.
Pippig says she respects the
abilities of every opponent,
which is spreading the respect a
little thin when there are an unprecedented 9,220 other women
lining up against her. Ndeti says
he doesn't c*re how many runners are in the race ~ as long as
they stay behind him.
"That's what I'm hoping," he
said.
Ndetl said he was going after
his 1904 course record of 2:07:15.
But the biggest field in the
event's history - four times bigger, In fact - creates a lot of un-

"I never thought it would ever be like this.
Not in its wildest days."
John A. Kelley
two-time winner
certainties.
"When I won it in 197S, there
were 2,000 runners," four-time
winner Bill Rodgers said of his
first victory. "And we thought it
was a big race."
Now, there are that many from
Canada alone.
Everybody wants to be in Boston for the 100th. The Boston
Athletic Association office was
deluged with calls and letters
from runners who didn't qualify
or forgot to mail their applications, begging for a bib.
"It's two different races this
year," BAA spokesman Jack
Fleming said. "Usually, it's just
who gets from Point A to Point B

the fastest. This Is the first year
that the focus has been on the
everyday runner and running itself as much as it is on winning."
It's been a nice, long run for
the Boston Marathon: downhill at
first, with troublesome climbs
along the way.
Women were excluded until
Roberta Gibb, the race's most beloved bandit, broke the barrier In
1966. The next year, Katherine
Switzer got a bib number by using her first initial on the entry
form, then had to evade BAA
official Jock Semple when he
tried to chase her off the course.
Since 1972, the race has proudly welcomed its female contes-

tants - all except one, that is. Rosie Ruiz was unofficially declared the winner of the 1980
race until it was determined that
she had, shall we say, "taken a
shortcut."
The race was In danger of extinction before the decision to go
with corporate sponsorship and
prize money in 1986 - the Heartbreak Hill of its history, in the
minds of marathon purists. But
revived by the talent infusion
that the new cash brought - the
men's and women's winners will
get $100,000 for the 100th - the
race picked up speed.
An estimated 2 million spectators are expected to line the
route this year, braving temperatures in the 40s and a possible
drizzle. The forecast is good
news for doctors concerned
about a long run on a hot day with
40,000 people.
Just In case, there will be 2,500
medics, 190 massage therapists,
160 podiatrists and thousands of

volunteers along the race route.
Kelley the elder, no relation to
the John J. Kelley who won it in
1957, will serve as grand marshall for the second year in a
row, his record of 58 finishes
quite safe. "I'm part of the furniture now," he said.
Hoping to avoid the same distinction are six Kenyans in the
top 10 men's contenders, who are
running the race as their country's Olympic trials. In addition
to Ndeti, they include: Sammy
Lelei, who ran the second fastest
marathon in history at Berlin last
year.
Also expected to compete are
Australia's Steve Moneghettl,
Brazil's Luiz Antonio Dos Santos
and Mexico's Andres Espinosa.
Other top women's contenders
include Kenya's Tegla Loroupe,
two-time defending champion of
the New York race, Madina Biktagirova of Belarus, who finished
third at the 1995 Boston, Nobuko
Fujimura of Japan and Alia Jillaeva of Russia.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
•"ADVERTISING CLUB MEETING™
Tonight @ 8:00pm In BA 1010
speaker JuUe Radon
Account Assistant lor Fruchlman Marketing

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
earing. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Word Processing• Term Papers, Thesis,
Dissertations, Resumes on Laser Printer.

Call 352-6705 (910 9).

PERSONALS
"Want a new car?'
AUTO EXPO'M
April 15tti« 1601
Union Oval 9am-6pm
Look at new cart with No Sales Preaaurel
Sloppy Joe. Chip*, t pop lor II .251
Raffle April Me* Grand Prize-B-kel
■Sponsored by Sales a Marketing Club*

ATTENTION tTUOEMTSII
1st 50 BGSU Blood Donors receive one-day
faculty parking pass tor day of your choice. See
you at fie Blood Driven
ATTENTIONIIATTENTIONII
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
BGSU BLOOOMOBIE
APR*. 15-19
10 30AM 4 30PM
AMANIRM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
B GLAD WEEK IS APRIL 15-19
APRIL 17,1996 IS JEANS DAY
WEAR JEANS TO SUPPORT
HUMAN RIGHTSI
Criminal Just Ice Summer Cocirsee
Both of these courses are open 10 all students.
and are 3 credit noun. Introduction 10 Criminal
Justice (CftJU 210). and Crime Flicks (CRJU
305) are offered dunng the drat six week term
(May 20 thru June 28). CRJU 210 (MTWR
1 00 2:30) is a required course for al CJ
majors CRJU (TR 6:00pm - 9:00pm) Ilia an
elective. II you'd like lunher information or want
assistance registering for this course, call Tim
Carter at 372-0373.
Criminal Juetlce Organization
Meeting
April 17. 1996 at 4 30pm in
room 104 BA. Charlie Moffil
with the DE A wil be speaking
Even/one is welcomed I
DEAOHEAD SALE
Education Bwg. Steps
10-330pm
Tuesday 4/23 thru «/28
Allusions of Grandeur wil be selkng and die-,
playing products tut table lor all BGSU.
Sponsored by UAO 9 2-7164.
FREE PtZZAII FREE PIZZAII
111 50 BGSU Blood Donors each day - Apri
15-19. receive IS gitl certihcaie tor Marcos

Pint.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE
...GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLOOOMOBU.E
APR115-19
10:30AM-4:30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Hey HSA Members I
Come paint the rock on Tuesday Aprs 16th.
Meetal930pmm234E.Harmhnwi.
NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
BGSU BLOODMOBIE
APRI 15 19
10 30AM 4 30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
VOLUNTEERS SIGN W THERE
SOME STRAIGHT TALK ON HOMOSEXUALITY
PRESENTED BY ELLEN FULTON FROM
THE
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
APR116,1986 09:30PM IN MAC
COUNTRYSIDE ROOM
ALL QUESTIONS ARE WELCOME I
SPONSORED BY THE PEOPLE. COMMfrTEE
F ORB GLAD WEEKAPRl 15-19
STUOY ABROAD ORIENTATION
There will be a study abroad onentaoon session lor students studying abroad during the
summer and tie 1996-97 academe year.
Please come to one ol Ihe following sessions:
lues .Apr 23 7 9pm 1103 Onenheuer West
Wed.. Apr. 24 7 9pm 1104 Offenheuer Weal
Please call Sety Raymom at 372-0309 II you
have any questions

SERVICES OFFERED
The Gathering hBpJnmsrw.Ukeme.com
scholarships, academic 4 care
Internships, sports, news, entertainment,
travel, musk, debatee. and 1,OOP's ol links

INTERNSHIP: CO-OP AND VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEYYEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS • PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS ■ PR PEOPLE
AND MARKETERS.
GET INVOLVED.
CALL 372-8086 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIII

The Homecoming Committee Wants You
to be the Publicity Chair.
Gain valuable experience putting ads
together, table tents. Dyers, and ihe
big Homecoming lestivities poster
Pick up an application in Ihe
Student Acuvioes Office (3rd Floor Union)
Applications due by April 15 in Student
Activities Office. Questions call 2-2343

Attention all students!
Grants. Scholarships Available
Oualify kraned. 1 800 257 3834.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M. W OPEN
GOLF TOURNAMENT • APRIL 24. PICK UP
ENTRY FORM IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00PM ON
DUE DATE.

WANTED

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

352-9638
DISCOVER
EUROPE
Summer Travel In Europe

Aalamerifeal I* April 26th
A celebration ot food, music, friendship. Cal ue
If you have a musical talentl Sponsored by
Asian Communities United. Christine 353-2050
or Scon 354-1115. Don't forget 10 enter the an
or essay contosi and win 175.

Attention Seniors
Did you RSVP for the Senior Send Oft?
If not, the deadline is Wed.. April 17th
Don't miss out on this opportunity to
meet Jason Jackson of ESPN
The BG: A Festival of Memories'
will be held on Thurt.. AprJ 25th
■ 6:30 p.m. m the Mleti Alumni Center

EARN BGSU CREDIT
OPEN TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS
Into meeting: Tuesday Apr. 16th. tiOOpm
Room 1000 BAA
tor into cal: Dr. Chittle & 372-6160
or 372 2646
—PHI Mil™
PHI MU would like 10 congratulate Brittany
Rowiandaon her recant peering to Nathan
Jones CONGRATULATIONS
"If you missed the Coupon Clipper"
Haircuts on Monday ■ $8.95
Two on Tuesday, a $17.00 value
With Mike only @ Changing Times 354-2244
ALPHA CHI • BETA 500 ■ ALPHA CHI • BETA
500
LETS GET READY ALPHA CHIS. WE'RE GOING TO
BETA IN FIVE DAYSI OUR TEAM IS EXCEED AND
BETTER THAN EVERI MISSY, THERESA.
SAHAT..
ANGEL AND KIM ARE READY TO SHOW
SOME
AXO SPIRIT • SO LET'S GET PSYCHEDI
ALPHA CHI • BETA 500 • ALPHA CHI • BETA

500
ALPHA PHI DANIFISHLEY ALPHA PHI
Lime - Congratulations on your intialionl We
love You i Hope you had a great weekendl
Love, Big Weasel
April Is International Guitar Monthi
April 15-20 onry
20% Off Guitar Accessor...
LOMS Music 352-0170
149 N. Matin SL
April la International Guitar Month I
25% Oft GuitarsBaases
50% Off Cases/Bags with instrument purchase
LOMS Music 352-0170
148N.MainSt
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Don't forget to return you End-of ihe year report, summer contact, and Organizations Fair
registration 10 the Office of Student Lile Office.
Room 405, Student Services by May 3. Any
question regarding these forms? Call Student
Life at 372-2843.

PIZZA BY THE SLICE 81.50
PEPPERONI-SAUSAGE'MUSHROOM •CHEESE
DEAD-HEAD SALE
Education Bldg. Sleps
10-330pm
Tuesday 4723 thru 4/26
Allusions of Grandeur will be selling and displaying products suitable for all BGSU.
Sponsored By UAO@2-7164
Don't run your spnng vacation because you're
too cheap 10 buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning' 352-7889
Homecoming 96 has a theme
'United Cotorti olBG'
NOW WE NEED A LOGO!
Contest being held April 10-15
$50 gift certficaie 10 BGSU Bookstore
forthe winner"
Entries due by 5 p.m.Apnl i5mthe
Student Activities Office (3rd Floor Union)
Cal 2-2343 for questions and requirements
HOTIHOTIHOTI
Lose 20 lbs by summer break1
New metabolism breakthrough.
Results guaranteed! Free gift w/ purchase.

129.95 cost Call 1-800-334-1664
In celebration of B'GLAD WEEK
Come see JEFFREY: a tunny and witty
film about a gay man's commitment 10
celibacy and fus courage not 10 stray.
in the age ol AIDS. The film will be
shown Apnt 15 In 1007 BA al 8pm. FREE I
sponsored by UAO.
lor more »ito cal 2-7164
Incredwe* 19
Per Minute Long Qs Teiecardi
1-800-730-6687 ACC 66

INTRAMURLS PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMO AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. DEADLNE IS
APRI. 19.1996.
ODK Members
Important Meeting
Tuesday April 16 -8:00pm
lnroom102BA
ODK members .
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
Phi Mu would lite 10 congratulate Mlaay
Brown on her recent pearling ID Chad Henderson. CongralulsHonel
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
Jackie Venial of Venial
Communications will be
speaking tonight
Monday Apr. 15 at 7:00
In BA Room 100

PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
Want hands on
Public Relations expenence?
Come 10our client meeongs!

Every Monday
6-7 pm In Room 117BA
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA

Save as much as 55%
with our everyday low prices
on Guitar 8 Bass Strings
LOMS Music 352-0170
149 N. Main Si

For more information or to submit films
call Jen Smith-372-2343

Easy kvmo. Brand New (Almost). Graduate
students or young prolessonals. Check oul our
delightful, spaaous. 2 bdrm apart Energy elk
cent, A/C, dishwasher, etc. Need Sublet tor
summer tor someone who would like to be
comfortable 6 hassle tree Close ID campus
and town Tom or Rachel at 353-1623
Female Subieaser wanted lor Summer
$150/mo. Close 10 campus. Start 6/1/96

HOLOBAL SPORTS $$
Searching tor athletes to play pro sports in lor
sign countries. Call 810-997-7174.
1 or 2 people 10 live «i Columbia Courts lor tie
96-97 school year. Cal Jen © 353 0069 lor detaaksl
1-2 graduate student subleasers needed lor
May 10 August. Contract also available lor hail &
spring. 2 bedroom apartment 100 yards (rom
campus directly behind M.T. Muggs Excellent
management, oukw, $22Srffio. Cal 354-4033

372-5795
Female summer subieaser needed across
from campus. $150 per month plus utilities
Call 354-6135. Have own room Stan 5-11-96
House for Bummer sublease.
3 bedrooms, porch 304 North Summit
Call 353-0366.
Male or lemale subieaser Irom now until May
$22Srmo. Close to campus. Electric A phone
only. Very race apt Cal 353-3212.
'

1 -2 Summer Subleasers Needed
house on 2nd Street, own room. |165Vmo *
uW. Cal 372-4046 (Amy)

continued on p. 8

COWOqtoOOQOCC-X-^J

MONDAY
;j: OPEN 4:30-7 PM

Bowl-n-Greenery
Very Vegg
Wings
and

ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

AH students film makers!
Want your movies shown on campus?
Play date May 2

2 non-smoking male subleasers needed tor
Fall/Spring ol 96-97 school yr. Share room In 2
bdrni. 2 bath apt Dishwasher, kirn, new car
paL $195 . alec, tor each 352-0631. ask tor
Tim.

complete
beverag
■I; -

• All Meal Cards Accepted! •

>;

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

MAKC A DIFFCACNCC ON BGSU s CAMPUS:
Join the USG Executive Cabinet
For Mi* 1996-97 School yoar!
The following positions are available:

Applications for:
•Fall 1996 BG News editor
•Summer BG News editor
•1996-97 Gavel editor
• 1996-97 Key yearbook
• 1996-97 Miscellany editor
• 1996-97 Obsidian editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 18.
'

I

Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Administrative Assistant
Student Welfare Coordinator
Non-traditional Student Liaison
Student Court Liaison and Parliamentarian
National, State, and Community Affairs Coordinator
Multicultural Affairs Coordinator
Academic Affairs Coordinator
USG Volunteers Director
Public Relations Director
Faculty Liaison

3 L* Position tlcscriplioiis will lit; availablcjn
uiill (lit-- applications

Applications are available in
404 or 40S Student Services
Tho deadline it: April 24 by S p.m.
Any ???'• Call the USG office at 2-81 16
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USC

Sports
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RILEY
Continued from page five.

"We have to work extremely
hard and keep our eyes on that
eight spot."
The victory over New York
gave Miami a one-half game lead
over Charlotte in the race for the
final conference playoff berth.
The Heat hold the tiebreaker
edge over the Homets.
Since Feb. 22, when Riley made
three trades that brought five
new players to the team, Miami
has gone 16-9.
"They're a good team now,"
Knicks guard Derek Harper said.
"They're fighting for the

playoffs, and if they get there,
they can cause trouble."
New York coach Jeff Van
Gundy said the Heat's revamped
team would win SO to SS games in
a full season together.
"They're very good talent-wise
and they're obviously well
coached," Van Gundy said. "The
Heat would be an unenjoyable
first-round opponent."
If the Heat earn a playoff
berth, their reward will be to
play basketball's best team, the
Chicago Bulls.
'That's all right," Hardaway
said. "Chicago has to play us,
too."

BULLS
Continued from page five.

Ron Harper scored IS and
Pippen 13 for Chicago. Terrell
Brandon led the Cavs with 21
points, and Chris Mills had 16.
Jordan scored Chicago's
final five points of the first
half on a 3-polnter and a fastbreak layup, putting the Bulls
up 46-35, and they were never
seriously threatened in the
second half.
A basket by Pippen gave
them their biggest lead at 77-49
early In the fourth quarter.
Cleveland answered with 10
straight points, capped by Dan
Majerle's 3-pointer with eight
minutes left, to get within 18,

but Chicago's Steve Kenabruptly stopped the run with a
3-pointer.
Notes: Dennis Rodman was
whistled for a technical foul
with 8 minutes left in the
fourth quarter for clapping at
referee Steve Javie after Javie
called Rodman for a foul. ...
The Cavaliers had won six of
their previous seven home
games against Chicago. ... Chicago won its fifth straight road
game and matched the team
record of 31 road victories set
in 1991-92. ... The margin tied
Cleveland's largest in a loss
this year. ... Rodman got six
rebounds, nine under his average.

Labonte drives into record books
Jot Macanka
The Associated Press
NORTH WILKESBORO, N.C.
- Terry Labonte drove into the
record books Sunday with a
performance befitting NASCAR's Iron Man, outdueling
teammate Jeff Gordon to cap a
wild finish and win the First
Union 400.
Career victory No. 17 came
on the day Labonte tied Richard Perry's all-time Winston
Cup record by starting his
513th consecutive race. Labonte, who began his streak in
January 1979, can break the
record simply by starting next
week's event in MartinsviUe,
Va.
Labonte, who started his
Chevrolet Monte Carlo on the
pole Sunday at North Wilkesboro Speedway and led six
times for 167 laps, appeared
headed for a second-place finish behind Rusty Wallace. But
Wallace collided with the
lapped car of John Andretti
while pulling away from the
field on lap 374 of the 400-lap
event.
"Rusty had us beat," said Labonte, who barely beat Gordon
out of the pits on the subse-

quent caution and held him off
the rest of the way in a 16-lap
sprint that featured very tight
- but clean - racing.
"I was glad it was Jeff behind me because we've always
raced each other real clean,"
Labonte said. "I knew he
wasn't going to do anything to
me."
Gordon, who was bidding for
his third consecutive victory,
made several attempts to take
the lead in the closing laps but
wound up about 3 feet behind
Labonte, whose durability has
earned him the nickname of
Iron Man.
"There just wasnt enough
room to get it done cleanly,"
Gordon said. "Sure, I could
have put the bumper to him,
but that doesn't do you any
good next week."
Labonte's fourth career
triumph on North Wllkesboro's
.625-mile, low-banked oval was
worth $229,025.
Dale Earnhardt wound up
third, about IS car-lengths
back, followed by Robert

Pressley, who recorded the
best finish of his two-year Winston Cup career. Sterling Marlin was the only other driver on
the lead lap.

I had It cleared low but I didnt.
I cannot believe it. In all the
years I've been racing, that's a
first."

Wallace beat Labonte and
Gordon out of the pits after the
race's second caution flag flew
on lap 319 for a spin by Elton
Sawyer.

Andretti's car burst into
flames after the collision, but
he quickly got out and was not
injured. Nonetheless, it
marked the fourth time in seven races this season that he
failed to finish an event.

The top three drivers held
their position until lap 374,
when Andretti got spun by
Geoff Bodine going down the
backstretch and bit the outside
retaining wall. As Andretti's
Ford careened down across the
track toward the Inside apron,
the leaders came roaring up on
the scene.

"I don't know when our
luck's going to change, but I
guess it will help when one guy
gets off the race track," said
Andretti, who also was involved In a wreck with Bodine
last month In Darlington, S.C.
The race was red-flagged for
II minutes while crews
cleaned up the mess at the end
of the backstretch. When the
cars were restarted and were
allowed to pit, Labonte and
Gordon both recorded stops of
19.2 seconds and appeared to
cross the line at the end of pit
road at the same time.

Wallace couldn't get out of
the way. Labonte, Gordon and
the rest of the leaders did.
The crash caused significant
front-end damage to Wallace's
Ford. He wound up 33rd in the
37-car field, a bitter pill to
swallow after leading three
times for 119 laps.

But NASCAR officials said
Labonte was the first out, and
Gordon never was able to pull
even the rest of the way.

"I cannot believe it. I really
can't," Wallace said. "I thought

The ltd News
Summer sublMMri needed tor 5 bedroom
house Close lo campus. For more into call
353-4414 or 372-4507 or 372-6174

continued from p. 7
Mai* or lemale. Own room. Summer and (all.
Furn . must be cooli AC, keg cooler, cheap,
cheap, cheap rent 353-2171. ask tor Tim or
Dawn
Male or female leaser tor summer. *27S enlre
summer. Own room. Close lo campus. Call McheUe 352X70.
Male or lemale 2 share 2 bdrm. Townhouse.
Fusy furnished, no ubl., $200 per mo. Arbors of
BG Pond in back can Ron al 354-1523 or
354-8435.
One SAF roommate needed for May-August
S200/mo. with own bedroom A bathroom. Cal
3824)701.
Or* roommate needed tor summer. Own
room. A/C, luly furnished and very nice
apartment. Call 354-6192.
Roommate Needed
Now thnj July
108 1/2 N.Man AplQ
Convenient Location
Right Across from the bars.
ti60/month Please call 353-7416

Summer subleaser needed for E. Wooeler Si.
house. 353-»P 18.
Summer Subleaser wanted for studio apa/tment. Can Bryan ai 353-6166. Leave message.
WANTED
1 subleaser to live with 2 male roommates from
May-August. Close to campus. Rent: $16647
• stec. Call 353-0084.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For Intocal 301-306-1207.
250 Counselors A Insructors neededl
Private. coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
KenJworth. NJ 07033(908) 276-0996
ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Summer "96

Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. For more
information cas:

Apt tor rent
4ppl.lt36/mo.
Close to campus

Call 354-4086

1 -206-971 -3510 Ml. A554444

SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high

Student Employment Services

cal: 352-7578
Apartment cleaning starting May 10 - May 24.
Everything is supplied. 316 E. Merry. Apt 3
Qlwn I0«.2or call 353 0325

/For orxe!
ojobltot
fits YOUR
schedule

Now Hiring
All positions
needed immediately.
Apply in person at

BOB EVANS
RESTAURANTS,
1726 EWcomr.Bowtng Green

E.O.E.
Schedule an
Interview
with us today.

Just a few smile* from home

CINEMARK THEATRES

Are you'Outgoing
'Self-Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
'A Team Flayer
'Sales E xpenence
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives tor Fall 1996/Spnng
1997 Applications available at 204 West Hall
or call John Virostek at 372-2605 for more details.
Babysitter needed in my home during tie
summer. Monday thru Friday 6:00-5:30. in Perrystxjrg Call 8740803.
CEOAR POINT
SUMMEFtJOaS
Cedar Pont Amusement Park in Sandusky,
Ohio has over 3,500 positions available this
summer. Cedar Point offers low-cost housing
and living expenses, college-style social bra,
valuable job experience, good wages and a
great bonus program.
To schedule an on-campus interview, can one
of our Student Recruiters
Jamie Brandenburg 353-2146
Chris Lynch 372-1941
Amy Riesterer 372-1520
Knstina Sunderman 352-9360

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-800-5l3-4343E<t B-9649.
INTERNSHIP: CO-OP AND VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS' PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS' PR PEOPLE
A NO MARKETERS
GET INVOLVED
CALL 372-6086 OR STOP BY 26 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIIII

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent Dene
Ms a bonusesl Cal: 1-206-971-3620 ext. N
55445
NEED MONEY?
SUMMER JOBS IN FOOD
OPERATIONS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND ALL
FOOD OPERATIONS DINING UNITS.
C-STORES. AND SNACK BARS
SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPERS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREAION DEPARTMENT SEEKS SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPERS (EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED) FOR ADULT LEAGUES BEGINNING MAY 5 AND ENDING AUGUST 31.
1995 APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE
EVENINGS FROM 6.00PM TO 11:00PM
SUNDAY THROUGH THURS0AY. RATE OF
PAY IS $4 50.GAME. APPLY IN PERSON AT
THE PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE IN
CITY PARK. CITY OF BOWLING GREEN IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Student Painters is currently looking for hard
working, motivated students to fill production
manager and painter positions tor fits summer.
Have some fun in the sun whJe earning $5 50 •
$750 per hour. Positions are available in al
suburbs of Cleveland, Akron. Toledo. Columbus, as well as here m Bowling Green. For
more info and an application call
1 800 543-3792.

mi

Mafrieei Sot A Sun Cray
BOX OFFICE OPENS
AT 4:35 Mon ID Fri
MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS - PG
1:00,4:20, 7:10, 10:10
EXECUTIVE DECISION R
1:30,4^45, 7:20. 10:15
OLIVER AND COMPANY - G
1:10,3:10,5:10,7:00
DIABOUQUE-R
OU0
THE BIRD CAGE - R
12:15,2:40, 5:05,7:30, 10:05
PRIMAL FEAR-I
1:20,4:30,7:15,9:50

SlIIIIIIM'l- i:ill|»lo.VIII<Wll
Lear Corporal ion is currently leeking Individual! in fill miry
level production iniMiinns.il our liowllnji Green facility.
Opening*are available on afternoon (2:45 I'M 11:15 I'M) and .
midnight (10:45 PM 7:15 \M) shifts I'ay rate i* $7.50/hour,
plus shift premium. I'osiiions available immediately.
Interested candidate* should contact:

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
353-PAPA

For sale: Brother 760 Word Processor $70
OBO, and large dorm size refrigerator $70
OBO. Cal 354 -0085 ask lor Gary.

Couch for Sale
Excellent condition, $10

Call 353-2156

TELEPHONE INTERVEWERS
MARKET RESEARCH
If you are looking for a great permanent parttime job working for a growing company read
on.
NFO Research, Inc. needs you to conduct
market research surveys wrth our panel members. NFO panel members are located across
the United States and have agreed to do market research with NFO. These people expect
our cal. There is absolutely NO SELLING involved.
NFO Research Offters:
•Flexible schedules - you create your regular
schedule.
"Pleasant office work environment
•Pa>d training
"Benefits package
"401 (k) and profit sharing plans.
"Weekend shift differential
'Pay for performance bonua
"Referral bonus.
"90 day wage increase
Starling wage is $5.25 par hour, with earinmg
potential of $6 per hour. Minimum typing skills,
customer service) experience, and pleasant
phone voice required.
Our operating hours are:
4:30pm-11:30pm
Monday • Fnday and
10:00am -6:00pm
Saturday A Sunday
We require a three-day minimum schedule with
one ol the days being Saturday or Sunday. Tel
us what days are best for you. Wa.want you to
(om our team.
Stop by our office at
2700 Oregon Road in Northwood. We are conveniently located off 1-75 (exit 196) to complete
an employment application.
NFO RESEARCH, INC. is an Equal Opportune
ty Employe*
Telephone interviewing. No selling. Part-time.
Mostly evenings 6 weekends. Relaxed atmos
phers-lnPerrysburg 874-S642.
The Steamship William G. Mather Museum at
Cleveland's North Coast Harbor is seeking
museum guides for its 1996 season. Candidates should be interested in local history and
enjoy working with the public. No experience is
necessary, and paid training is provided. Both
weekday and weekend positions are available
from Summer to early Fal Applicants should
contact the Steamship William G. Mather Museum. 1001 East 9*t Street Pier. Cleveland.
Ohio 44.14at (216)574-9053.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry-level a career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). Wartstall, housekeepers, SCUBA diva leaders, fit
ness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971 3600 ext RS5443
Waitress needed. Must be available from 10
a.m. • 2 p.m. a couple days par week. Also
some evenings A weekends. Apply bAv 2-4
p.m Mon - Fri Elks Club. 200 Campbell HI
Rd_

'81 Honda CM 400E Street Motorcycle
Mint. Condition 3900 miles S1400 OBO
Call 372 6361

$
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2 LARGE PIZZAS FOR $11.00 FOR 11 DAYS
(One topping pizzas. Sales tax not included.)
HURRY!!!

Room for rent Walking distance from campus.
Share kitchen, living area. S22S uM ind.
352-7488

SUMMER LIFEGUARD & SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail, in SRC office
Apply NOW For info cal 2-7477.

FREE DEUVERYI

iMffiffifei

Brand New Futon Frame

Car 8 Home Stereo Epuipment for sale. Akto
have god balls for sale. Please call 3523069
tor Into, or leave message.

FOR SALE

■ ItOPHSI • • til)PJSSI1 SUHH JAVIM

Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apis.
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases

Bast Offer
Call Elizabeth at 353-0250

Women - Men. Earn extra Income. Flexible
hours. $200-500 weekly
Call 7 days
407-875-2022 ext. 0561 H14

Lear Corporation
Alln: Human Resources
333 Van Camp Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Cil!) I 352-5154

87' Chevy Astro Van, many new pans. Aslung
$3500 or best offer. Call (419) 372-3438 ask
lor Nik if no answer leave a message.

Summer Business
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost
Management training
Earn up lo $600 per week.
Vehicle required.
Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074

Free room with private bath for non-smoker in
exchange tor 12-15 firs, experienced daytime
childcare. Summer and/or academic year. 1
Wk. from campus. Must nave references.
352-1955.

...lr,.. _ WDODIAND

CINEMA 5

Paraleoal/lnigaDoo Assistant
Part-time lor local research firm
Must possess excellent research skills.
And document preparation. Reply:
PO Box-441 Bowling Green. OH 43402

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed
100 positions! Coed summer camp. PocotK
Mtns PA Good s.l.ryllpsl (906) 669-3339.

Local manufacturing company has need of
pan-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule Only one block oft BGSU campus,
south of Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form Advanced Specialty
Products, tnc, 428 dough Street. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.

Fishing Industry
Student needed' Earn up to
$3.000-$6,000 . per month.
Room and Board i

Roommate needed to share a 2 bedroom
apartment tor summer and school year.
Reasonable rent. Nice and dose to campus.
Call 353-2406. ask for Ftvlana.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENTFisheries, Parks.
Resorts hiring for summerl Earn to
$3 .000 - $6 .000/mo I Airlarel
Room/Board'FREE VIDEO ml program' Can
(919)932-1469. oat A102.

LAST WEEK!

Plymouth Horizon '88, 75,000mi. good cond.,
MUST SELL $1,700. Leave a massage
419-865-1836
RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE

CM 352-7454

SENIOR/G R*D STUDENTS
2 bdrm, AA2. gas heat, new paint. A
carpet, quiet area, laundry. *500/mo.
Jay-Mar Aon.
GRAD STUDENTS/PROFESSIONAL
1 bdrm w/study. new. AX, gas heal,
ceramic tile, plush apis, laundry $570/mo
The Homestead
SENIOR/QRAD STUDENTS
1 A 2 bdrm. quiet area, gas heat
S3S01*486-Liberty St.

MUCH

Subleaser needed for summer.
1436 Napoleon house own room
»17S/mo. Negotiable Jen 352-8752

The new album "Evil Empire'

RAGE
Subleasers needed. 2 bedrooms. 1 bath furnished upstairs duplex. Located between campus and downtown. Washer/dryer included.
Affordable reni. Call 353-8144.

The first release in 3 years
AGAINST

Summer. 2 Bdrm.
352-7311

On sale tonight at midnight

THE
Wanted 1 or 2 lemale subleasers for summer
session. Only S130.0(Vmo. per person. Close
lo Campus, central air. Call GinarSara at
3522325.

Madharter Music 143 E. Wooster 353-3555

Ml
FOR RENT
-353-0325 * Reduced Rales *
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Efficiencies A rooms
300 bkxk of E. Marry
9, 10. 12. 15 mo. leases for 96-97 school

J2L

WHERE TO HANG YOUR HAT 7
CALL 352-3445
Ted us WHO you are, WHENyou need an apt,
WHAT length ol lease you need. WHERE you
live now. WHY you would be a good ranter,
and WE'LL try lo help you out
601 3rd"-704 5th'"710 7th

.
* Summer Apartments Available '

Call 353-0325
Very dose to campus. A/C. Furnished
"• House or Rooms For Rent "
729 4th St. corner of 4th A High St.
4 bdrms, central air. 1 1/2 baths.
Includes washer/dryer A can be furnished
Females only. 353-032S
1 A2bdrmapt avail 9Ai2mo
leases including heat, hot water, cooking A
sewer. Located dough A Mercer 352-0164
1-2 female summer subleasers needed. Close
to campus. Own room. $500 for the summer.
For more inrbrmation_call 354-2267.
1996-97 school year. 2 bdrm. furn. or unfurn
apts $500 par mo. incl. free heat, water.
Sewer, gas A HBO. 705 7th St 354-0914
3 bdrm house 905 N. Pmspect $600 per
month AvailAug 1st Ph354-7237.
3 Bedrm. house on University Ln, 860.00 ♦ utilities. 1 yr. lease, avail. 5/1.

Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St.
1 BEDROOM. Great
Location 716 E. Wooster
#2 Across from South
Hall. 12/mo lease starts
5-15-96 410 & Elec.
353-5800

Management Inc.

1 Bedrm. apt. on University Ln. 595.00 includes ut.lioes, 1 yr lease, avail. 571.
3 Bedrm. house on Leroy Ave.. 860.00 * utilities. 1 yr lease, aval. 5/1S.
3 Bedrm. house on Harvest Ln. (family preferred) 995.00 ♦utilities. 1 yr lease, avail. 6/1.
Other houses and apartments avail, on 8/1.
Call 352-9371 and leave message
Clean. Deluxe 2 bdrm. fun. dishwashers, resident mar. A/C heal, water A sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 354-0401 attar
6pm.
Eflic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. In houses.
12 mo. leases only starting In May. Sieve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls after 9.00pm).
Efficiency subleaser needed for next year. 1/2
block from dowtown coffee shops A bars. Cal
■Jason 0 352-5266 leave message.
FOR RENT: House on 1st block of S. Colleoe.
Large yard. 3 bdrm. Max 5 parsons. 12 mo.
lease at MSOTno. 353-6491.

22*11 °11li

2 UUtGf PQZAS FOR $! 1.00 FOR 11 DAYS

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APTS-215
E. POE Rd. 1 BDRM or
EFFICIENCY units. 15
min. walk to Math/Science
Bldg. $225 8 $330/month.
Only 9 left lor 1996-97
353-5800

Management Inc.
NEW 2 BEDROOMS HILLSDALE APTS 1045 N.
Main St. (behind office)
only 2 left for 1996-97.
$600/mo 353-5800V

(0\e topping pizzas. Sole, tax no* i^cWed )

Exp.
4/21/96
Nol void will any olhsr
efler. Votdoreyol
pcrepaeno locqeiem.
AddifconrJ lopping. enlra.

A4_e/L«^A»r

Management Inc.
WILLOW HOUSE - 830
FOURTH ST.Large 1 bdrm,
A/C only 1 left Starts 8/15/96.
$330/mo 353-5800

